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about Ventura Munitions, we started in 2010 to offer competitively priced specialty and bulk ammo. We have since opened a store in Las Vegas offering the same great prices and dedication to top-notch customer service. Hunting Shack HSM457012n developed as a load to protect hunters while hunting or traveling in bear country. This American-made ammunition is sure to keep you safe with its extreme terminal performance and stopping power. Bear loads deliver drastically higher velocities when compared to standard loads.
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About Ventura Munitions, we started in 2010 to offer competitively priced specialty and bulk ammo. We have since opened a store in Las Vegas offering the same great prices and dedication to top-notch customer service, hunting Shack HSM457012n developed as a load to protect hunters while hunting or traveling in bear country. This American-made ammunition is sure to keep you safe with its extreme terminal performance and stopping power. Bear loads deliver drastically higher velocities when compared to standard loads.

Hunting Shack HSM457012n Developed as a load to protect hunters while hunting or traveling in bear country. This American-made ammunition is sure to keep you safe with its extreme terminal performance and stopping power. Bear loads deliver drastically higher velocities when compared to standard loads.

We need to step back in, leave nothing to chance when traveling through bear country. HSM's bear load delivers incredible terminal performance on the biggest, angriest, and most aggressive animals when it matters most. Technologically advanced powders push the premium hard cast bullets at significantly higher velocities for terminal energy superior to standard loads, mikes shootin shack mike venturino

18 6 5mm Remington Magnum Cartridge Board Gil Sengel 22 The Front Sight Game Loads Hunting Handloads for Errors in Published Load Data

Handloader 242 To Understand IMRs Hi Skor 700 X and Hi Skor 800 X Powders We Need To Step Back In, Who The Heck Is HSM Ammunition? Hunting Shack Munitions Different Loads From HSM Were Marked Re Manufactured. Btw I Liked The Price On The Re Man But I Do Not Buy Ammo. I Have a Question, The Hunting Shack Offers Both 45 Colt and 45 Schofield Loads Left Ramshorn Gripped Sti Texican and Texas Longhorn Arms No 5 Were Used for Testing Both the 45 Colt and the Shorter 45 Schofield Ammunition. HSM Has a Full Lineup of Low Recoil Loads Normally Known as Cowboy Action Shooting Loads, Tipping Point New HSM Ammunition is Proud to Introduce a New Line of Extraordinary Hunting Cartridges That Changes the Paradigm of What to Expect from Factory Loads, Loaded Ammunition is Available from Us and from the Hunting Shack Click Here for a Power Comparison. The 50 Alaska is Firing a 450 Grain Premium Kodiak Bullet at 2050fps for 4200 foot pounds of energy. Click Here for Reloading Data, Hunting Shack HSM Bear Loads Hard Cast Lead Bullet 180 Grain 357 Magnum It Penetrated 8 Jugs But I Think It Would Have Penetrated 9 If I Lined Up My Jugs Better. H Amp R Handi Rifle 22 Inch Barrel, I Was Wondering if Anyone Has Any Load Data They Don't Mind Sharing for the 375 CheyTac Caliber My Rifle Will Be Arriving in a Few Weeks I'd Like to Get a Jump on Developing Some Loads to Get Started With. I Have Quite a Bit of H 1000 That I Use for My Other Calibers So I Was Going to Continue With This Powder for My 375 Loads, Im Going Hog Hunting Next Week and I Will Be Taking My Guide Gun. I Was Wondering if Anybody Has Ever Tried Speer 405 Grain Slugs Out of a Guide Gun or Would I Be Better off With 300 Grain Slugs? I Havent Tried the 405s Yet to See How They Shoot but I Know My Iab Sharps Replica Wont Shoot Anything Lighter than a 400 Without Spraying All Over the Target. I'm Wondering if Ill Be the Same with the, HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM Trophy Gold 308 Winchester 7 62 Nato 168 Grains 20 Rounds Ber308168Vld
the 308 is a standard chambering among most manufacturers and is found in all action types factory loads are legion including a wide selection of very accurate match loads craig boddington hsm hunting, hunting shack 454c 4 n20 454c4n20 developed as a load to protect hunters while hunting or traveling in bear country this american made ammunition is sure to keep you safe with its extreme terminal performance and stopping power bear loads deliver drastically higher velocities when compared to standard loads, hunting shack munitions is a montana based ammunition manufacturer that has been providing some of the finest ammunition to shooters hunters law enforcement agencies and military units for over 40 years hsm was founded in 1968 and has grown to become one of the leading manufacturers of specialized ammunition products in the country, order hsm bear load 45 long colt 325 grain p wfn 50 round box at ammunition depot online, load data for hsm frustration discussion in the ammo amp reloading forum started by rocklinskier jan 3 2011 page 1 the only link i can find is the hunting shack thinking that maybe hsm stands for hunting shack munitions or some such similar name i called them if it s that impossible to get any load data i m thinking this will be, is hunting shack 45 70 government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles technical information caliber 45 70 government is hunting shack 45 70 government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles which would be an all around better hunting rifle a 308 or a 45 70, hunting shack 45 70 government ammo find out which online ammo shop has the best price in stock right now get free ammo alerts in your email inbox be among the first to know when ammo prices drop hunting shack learn how to get ammo shipped for 5, load data for hsm frustration discussion in the ammo amp reloading forum started by rocklinskier jan 3 2011 page 1 the only link i can find is the hunting shack thinking that maybe hsm stands for hunting shack munitions or some such similar name i called them if it s that impossible to get any load data i m thinking this will be, the hunting shack was recommended to me as the place to buy bear loads glad i went glad i haven t had occasion to use them rocky hand reviewed the hunting shack 5 star june 12 2016 i have reload my own shells for years now and moved to montana this last fall i was unable to reload and bought hsm trophy grade for my tikka 7mm, the hunting shacks a max bullet disintegrated on contact with the backstop as did extreme shocks soft tip the loads on the hodgdon web site had the 750 grain bullet splitting the air at 2 800 to 2 900 feet per second according to the hodgdon info 250 grains of us 869 will push the 750 grain bullet around 2 944 fps and 233 grains of, about ventura munitions we started in 2010 to offer competitively priced specialty and bulk ammo we have since opened a store in las vegas offering the same great prices and dedication to top notch customer service, the hunting shacks a max bullet disintegrated on contact with the backstop as did extreme shocks soft tip the loads on the hodgdon web site had the 750 grain bullet splitting the air at 2 800 to 2 900 feet per second according to the hodgdon info 250 grains of us 869 will push the 750 grain bullet around 2 944 fps and 233 grains of, who the heck is hsm ammunition hunting shack munitions different loads from hsm were marked re manufactured btw i liked the price on the re man but i do not buy ammo i have a question, the hunting shack offers both 45 colt and 45 schofield loads left ramshorn gripped sti texican and texas longhorn arms no 5 were used for testing both the 45 colt and the shorter 45 schofield ammunition hsm has a full lineup of low recoil loads normally known as cowboy action shooting loads, if the hunting shack 230 rm bullets are similar to gi 230 fmj rm profile they should be seated to 1 266 1 271 to match factory gi hardball ammo hsm provides no reloading data they do say thier plated bullets should use lead bullet data lyman 49 manual lists 19 different powders with 230 grain lrn cast bullets, hunting shack hsm bear loads hard cast lead bullet 180 grain 357 magnum it penetrated 8 jugs but i think it would have penetrated 9 if i lined up my jugs better h amp r handi rifle 22 inch barrel, for a few bucks more for a box of 50 the underwood 180 amp 200 fmj is looking like the better deal over the hsm bear loads all the underwood i d seen was the hotter sd stuff in the 20 round boxes didn t even realize they made plain ol fmj in a 50 round box, login or register now to gain instant access to the rest of this premium content stevensville mt march 2014 hunting shack munitions inc hsm is not a little outfit with a batch of hand, hsm bear load handgun ammunition looks like pretty solid ballistics in 357 mag and 44 mag hunting shack doesn t get into how hard the cast bullets used in these loads
are or barrel lengths that produced their velocity readings the 44 load is about the same as my handloads but that 357 load is smokin, the boys from the dog be gone series take a look at custom loaded varmint hunting ammo world for the serious varmint hunter custom loaded ammo from varmint hunting rounds to the 50 bmg by the, i ve used hsm stuff in several different chamberings including some fairly hot 444 amp 45 70 and also some 375 win they used to be the company that loaded the fine speer grand slam bullets which i bought in several different chamberings but now that s bvac ammo a lot of theirs is now sold at cheaper than dirt including some hot 45 70s, feb 22 2019 explore kristin tuel s board hunting shack on pinterest see more ideas about diy ideas for home future house and houses discover recipes home ideas style inspiration and other ideas to try kecm front porch loads of natural light windows exposed beams colorado forest home i want to disappear to wherever this is, hunting shack offers a choice of two loads 225 grains or 250 grains buffalo arms also offers a choice of two loads 200 grains or 250 grains old western scrounger currently offers a 250 grain load and while temporarily suspended hornady offers a 200 grain soft point load with a muzzle energy of 2 720 ft lbs, hsm hunting shack inc hsm hunting shack inc hsm bear load 45 70 government round nose 430 grains per 20 hsm457012n manufacturer hsm hunting shack mfg no 457012n sku today s factory loads with smokeless powder are mild due to potential use in the weak trapdoor springfield action standard is a 405 grain bullet at 1330 feet per, 6 5 creedmoor load development 142 grain sierra matching with reloader 17 and w760 the sierra 142 grain matching is a popular bullet for 6 5mm shooters according to sierra the 142 grain smk has a sectional density 291 and g1 bc of 595 above 2850 feet second and 580 between 2850 and 2400 feet second, order hsm trophy gold 338 lapua magnum 300 grain open tip match ammo at ammunition depot online, the hunting shack was recommended to me as the place to buy bear loads glad i went glad i haven t had occasion to use them rocky hand reviewed the hunting shack 5 star june 12 2016 i have reload my own shells for years now and moved to montana this last fall i was unable to reload and bought hsm trophy grade for my tikka 7mm, low recoil ammo discussion in guns amp ammo started by hodgdon publishes some reduced recoil youth loads if you re a hand loader last an alternative if you don t reload and with a missouri made sierra bullet for factory ammo is the hsm hunting shack reduced recoil ammo being sold bulletman aug, hunting shack 45 70 government ammo find out which online ammo shop has the best price in stock right now get free ammo alerts in your email inbox be among the first to know when ammo prices drop hunting shack learn how to get ammo shipped for 5, for a few bucks more for a box of 50 the underwood 180 amp 200 fmj is looking like the better deal over the hsm bear loads all the underwood i d seen was the hotter sd stuff in the 20 round boxes didn t even realize they made plain ol fmj in a 50 round box, the hunting shack hsm ammunition is a manufacturer of pistol and rifle ammunition survival tools and training ammunition for handgun and varmint hunting the world of cowboy fast draw and more this week on tom greshams gun talk low recoil game king and trophy gold loads from hsm the new lcp ii from ruger and colts gold, the hunting shack inc is a ammunition manufacturing plant located in stevensville mt bill campbell started the hunting shack in 1968 in east missoula tom talks with hsm ammunition s boyd metz about the company s 50th year in business new loads for hunting and long range and their double duty ammo with both training and self defense, low recoil ammo discussion in guns amp ammo started by hodgdon publishes some reduced recoil youth loads if you re a hand loader last an alternative if you don t reload and with a missouri made sierra bullet for factory ammo is the hsm hunting shack reduced recoil ammo being sold bulletman aug, hsm bear load handgun ammunition looks like pretty solid ballistic in 357 mag and 44 mag hunting shack doesn t get into how hard the cast bullets used in these loads are or barrel lengths that produced their velocity readings the 44 load is about the same as my handloads but that 357 load is smokin, leave nothing to chance when traveling through bear country hsms bear load delivers incredible terminal performance on the biggest angriest and most aggressive animals when it matters most technologically advanced powders push the premium hard cast bullets at significantly higher velocities for terminal energy superior to standard loads, the hunting shack inc is a ammunition manufacturing plant located in stevensville mt bill campbell
started the hunting shack in 1968 in east missoula tom talks with hsm ammunition s boyd metz about the company s 50th year in business new loads for hunting and long range and their double duty ammo with both training and self defense, hsm hunting shack inc hsm hunting shack inc hsm trophy gold 308 winchester 7 62 nato bthp 168 grains 20 rounds ber308168vld the 308 is a standard chambering among most manufacturers and is found in all action types factory loads are legion including a wide selection of very accurate match loads craig boddington hsm hunting, hsm hunting shack trophy gold match hunting vld btp 7mm remington ultra magnum boat tail hollow point 180 grain 20 rounds ber7rum180vl 66 65 20 in stock hsm hunting shack 30841n caliber 308 winchester 7 62 nato condition new casing brass bullet type spitzer boat, order hsm bear load 45 long colt 325 grain p wfn 50 round box at ammunition depot online, re 375 cheytac loads jrs66vette it s great that youre rifle shoots the 350smk good i have tried reloader 25 and retumbo with the 350 grain smk and i also have tried the 330 leighs again having horrible accuracy out of my rifle i belive that its due to the lost river bore dimensions that i have, feb 22 2019 explore kristin tuel s board hunting shack on pinterest see more ideas about diy ideas for home future house and houses discover recipes home ideas style inspiration and other ideas to try kecm front porch loads of natural light windows exposed beams colorado forest home i want to disappear to wherever this is, hunting shack inc hsm 200gr lead bear load rnfp provided by mt10mm 9 9 20 page 1 factory 10mm ammo pull downs 10mm firearms com, since 1968 hsm ammunition has been assembling the finest rifle and handgun cartridges that could be acquired view all of our specialized ammunition types, im going hog hunting next week and i will be taking my guide gun i was wondering if anybody has ever tried speer 405 grain slugs out of a guide gun or would i be better off with 300 grain slugs i havent tried the 405 s yet to see how they shoot but i know my iab sharps replica wont shoot anything lighter than a 400 without spraying all over the target im wondering if itll be the same with the, loaded ammunition is available from us and from the hunting shack click here for a power comparison the 50 alaska is firing a 450 grain premium kodiak bullet at 2050fps for 4200 foot pounds of energy click here for reloading data, more accuracy less thump partnering with sierra bullets hsm s low recoil rifle ammunition reduces recoil 53 on average proprietary tipped bullet design forces expansion upon impact which leads to quick humane shots on game animals, is hunting shack 45 70 government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles discussion in rifle country started by 45223 apr 11 2017 thread status they have developed loads for the 45 70 trap door actions and don t mind giving you their max pressure rating they also don t mind charging you an arm and a leg for their ammo either, retumbo less then half inch at 200 yards and the hsm loads are 3 4 at 200 but are mag length so when hunting at long range my 1st is on and if i needed a quick follow up it would be a known change was only looking for an easy answer why i am laid up from surgery and can t shoot new loads will get some h1000 and figure something out, 38 special in a colt trooper reloading data with 14 loads using bullets from hunting shack fp powders include alliant accurate hodgdon, i was wondering if anyone has any load data they don t mind sharing for the 375 cheytac caliber my rifle will be arriving in a few weeks i d like to get a jump on developing some loads to get started with i have quite a bit of h 1000 that i use for my other calibers so i was going to continue with this powder for my 375 loads, hunting shack 454c 4 n20 454c4n20 developed as a load to protect hunters while hunting or traveling in bear country this american made ammunition is sure to keep you safe with its extreme terminal performance and stopping power bear loads deliver drastically higher velocities when compared to standard loads, hunting shack inc hsm 200gr lead bear load rnfp provided by mt10mm 9 9 20 page 1 factory 10mm ammo pull downs 10mm firearms com, more accuracy less thump partnering with sierra bullets hsm s low recoil rifle ammunition reduces recoil 53 on average proprietary tipped bullet design forces expansion upon impact which leads to quick humane shots on game animals, hsm 45 70 government 405gr rnfp h ammunition for sale at ventura munitions save up to 20 on ammunition and shooting accessories at ventura munitions, 6 5 creedmoor load development 142 grain sierra matching with reloader 17 and w760 the sierra 142 grain matching is a popular bullet for 6 5mm shooters according to sierra the 142 grain smk has a sectional density 291 and g1 bc of 595 above
2850 feet second and 580 between 2850 and 2400 feet second, hsm 45 70 government 405gr m193.

Ammunition for sale at Ventura Munitions. Save up to 20% on ammunition and shooting accessories at Ventura Munitions, the hunting shack. HSM ammunition is a manufacturer of pistol and rifle ammunition survival tools and training ammunition for handgun and varmint hunting. The world of cowboy fast draw and more this week on Tom Gresham's Gun Talk.

Low recoil game king and trophy loads from HSM. The new LCP II from Ruger and Colt's Gold, 38 Special in a Colt Trooper. Reloading data with 14 loads using bullets from hunting shack fp powders include Alliant Accurate Hodgdon. Since 1968 HSM ammunition has been assembling the finest rifle and handgun cartridges that can be acquired. View all of our specialized ammunition types. HSM GameKing 6.5mm cm ammunition 20 rounds 140 grain Sierra SBT.

Hunting Shack Munitions is a Montana-based ammunition manufacturer that has been providing some of the finest ammunition to shooters, hunters, law enforcement agencies, and military units for over 40 years. HSM was founded in 1968 and has grown to become one of the leading manufacturers of specialized ammunition products in the country.

The boys from the dog be gone series take a look at custom loaded varmint hunting ammo for the serious varmint hunter. Custom loaded ammo from varmint hunting rounds to the 50 bmg by the, if the hunting shack 230 RN bullets are similar to GI 230 FMJ RN profile they should be seated to 1.266 to 1.271 to match factory GI hardball ammo. HSM provides no reloading data. They do say their plated bullets should use lead bullet data. Lyman 49 manual lists 19 different powders with 230 grain LRN cast bullets. HSM Gameking 6.5mm cm ammunition 20 rounds 140 grain Sierra SBT. Hunting Shack Munitions is a Montana-based ammunition manufacturer that has been providing some of the finest ammunition to shooters, hunters, law enforcement agencies, and military units for over 40 years. HSM was founded in 1968 and has grown to become one of the leading manufacturers of specialized ammunition products in the country.

I've used HSM stuff in several different chamberings including some fairly hot 444 amp 45 70 and also some 375s. I've used them, but now that .308 is no longer available at cheaper than dirt, I'm looking for an easy answer. Why I'm laid up from surgery and can't shoot new loads will get some H1000 and figure something out. Hunting Shack 45 70 government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles. Discussion in Rifle Country started by 45223 Apr 11 2017. Thread status: They have developed loads for the 45/70 trap door actions and don't mind giving you their max pressure rating. They also don't mind charging you an arm and a leg for their ammo either.

Tipping point new HSM ammunition is proud to introduce a new line of extraordinary hunting cartridges that change the paradigm of what to expect from factory loads. Hunting Shack Munitions is a Montana-based ammunition manufacturer that has been providing some of the finest ammunition to shooters, hunters, law enforcement agencies, and military units for over 40 years. HSM was founded in 1968 and has grown to become one of the leading manufacturers of specialized ammunition products in the country.

Re 375 Cheytac loads by jrs66vette it's great that you're rifle shoots the 350smk. Good I have tried reloader 25 and retumbo with the 350 grain smk and I also have tried the 330. Lehighs again having horrible accuracy out of my rifle I believe that its due to the lost river bore dimensions that I have. HSM hunting shack inc. HSM Hunting Shack Inc. HSM Bear Load 45 70 government round nose 430 grains per 20 HSM457012n. The manufacturing HSM hunting shack mfg no 457012n. Today's factory loads with smokeless powder are mild due to potential use in the weak trapdoor Springfield action standard is a 405 grain bullet at 1330 feet per, second. Hunting Shack offers a choice of two loads: 225 grains or 250 grains. Buffalo arms also offers a choice of two loads: 200 grains or 250 grains. Old western scrounger currently offers a 250 grain load and while temporarily suspended Hornady offers a 200 grain soft point load with a muzzle energy of 2720 ft lbs. Is Hunting Shack 45 70 government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles? Technical information: Caliber 45 70 government is hunting shack 45 70 government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles which would be an all around better hunting rifle a 308 or a 45 70, order HSM Trophy Gold Medal Lapua Magnum 300 grain open tip match ammo at ammunition depot online. Hunting Shack HSM457012n developed as a load to protect hunters while...
hunting or traveling in bear country this american made ammunition is sure to keep you safe with its extreme terminal performance and stopping power bear loads deliver drastically higher velocities when compared to standard loads

Hunting Shack Ammunition HSM Ammo Discount New
May 15th, 2019 - About Ventura Munitions We started in 2010 to offer competitively priced specialty and bulk ammo We have since opened a store in Las Vegas offering the same great prices and dedication to top notch customer service

HSM HSM457012N Bear Load For Sale ClassicFirearms.com
April 24th, 2019 - Hunting Shack HSM457012N Developed as a load to protect hunters while hunting or traveling in bear country this American made ammunition is sure to keep you safe with its extreme terminal performance and stopping power Bear Loads deliver drastically higher velocities when compared to standard loads

Hunting Bullets – Berger Bullets
May 16th, 2019 - Description G1 BC G7 BC G7 Form Factor Minimum Twist or faster Part 6 MM 243 Diameter 87 gr VLD Hunting 0 427 0 219 0 961 1 10? 24524 95 gr VLD Hunting

Hunting Bullets – Berger Bullets
May 16th, 2019 - Description G1 BC G7 BC G7 Form Factor Minimum Twist or faster Part 6 MM 243 Diameter 87 gr VLD Hunting 0 427 0 219 0 961 1 10? 24524 95 gr VLD Hunting

RCBS 57 Years of Reloading Years of Reloading
May 12th, 2019 - Mike's Shootin' Shack Mike Venturino 18 6 5mm Remington Magnum Cartridge Board Gil Sengel 22 The Front Sight Game Loads Hunting Handloads for errors in published load data Handloader 242 To understand IMR's Hi Skor 700 X and Hi Skor 800 X powders we need to step back in

HSM Bear Load Handgun Ammunition Cabela's
May 16th, 2019 - Leave nothing to chance when traveling through bear country HSM's Bear Load delivers incredible terminal performance on the biggest angriest and most aggressive animals when it matters most Technologically advanced powders push the premium hard cast bullets at significantly higher velocities for terminal energy superior to standard loads

RCBS 57 Years of Reloading Years of Reloading
May 12th, 2019 - Mike's Shootin' Shack Mike Venturino 18 6 5mm Remington Magnum Cartridge Board Gil Sengel 22 The Front Sight Game Loads Hunting Handloads for errors in published load data Handloader 242 To understand IMR's Hi Skor 700 X and Hi Skor 800 X powders we need to step back in
Who The Heck Is HSM Ammunition AmmoLand com
March 13th, 2014 - Who The Heck Is HSM Ammunition Hunting Shack Munitions Different loads from HSM were marked RE MANUFACTURED BTW I liked the price on the RE MAN but I do not buy ammo I have a question

Hunting Shack Cowboy Loads Guns Magazine
April 3rd, 2019 - The Hunting Shack offers both 45 Colt and 45 Schofield loads left Ramshorn gripped STI Texican and Texas Longhorn Arms No 5 were used for testing both the 45 Colt and the shorter 45 Schofield ammunition HSM has a full lineup of Low Recoil loads normally known as Cowboy Action Shooting loads

Hunting Cartridges HSM Ammunition
May 14th, 2019 - Tipping Point NEW HSM Ammunition is proud to introduce a new line of extraordinary hunting cartridges that changes the paradigm of what to expect from factory loads

Wild West Guns Ammunition
May 12th, 2019 - loaded ammunition is available from us and from the Hunting Shack CLICK HERE FOR A POWER COMPARISON The 50 Alaska is firing a 450 grain premium Kodiak bullet at 2050fps for 4200 foot pounds of energy CLICK HERE FOR RELOADING DATA

Hsm bear loads 357 magnum rifle penetration
May 7th, 2019 - Hunting shack hsm bear loads hard cast lead bullet 180 grain 357 magnum It penetrated 8 jugs but I think it would have penetrated 9 if I lined up my jugs better H amp R Handi Rifle 22 inch barrel

Data for loading 375 Cheytac The Firearms Forum The
April 15th, 2019 - I was wondering if anyone has any load data they don’t mind sharing for the 375 Cheytac caliber My rifle will be arriving in a few weeks I’d like to get a jump on developing some loads to get started with I have quite a bit of H 1000 that I use for my other calibers so I was going to continue with this powder for my 375 loads

45 70 loads for hogs Shooters Forum
May 13th, 2019 - im going hog hunting next week and i will be taking my guide gun i was wondering if anybody has ever tried speer 405 grain slugs out of a guide gun or would i be better off with 300 grain slugs i havent tried the 405 s yet to see how they shoot but i know my IAB sharps replica wont shoot anything lighter than a 400 without spraying all over the target im wondering if it'll be the same with the

HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM HUNTING SHACK INC HSM Trophy
May 12th, 2019 - HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM HUNTING SHACK INC HSM Trophy Gold 308 Winchester 7 62 NATO BTHP 168 Grains 20 Rounds BER308168VLD The 308 is a standard chambering among most manufacturers and is found in all action types Factory loads are legion including a wide selection of very accurate match loads — Craig
Boddington HSM Hunting

**HSM 454C4N20 Bear Load For Sale ClassicFirearms.com**
May 4th, 2019 - Hunting Shack 454C 4 N20 454C4N20 Developed as a load to protect hunters while hunting or traveling in bear country this American made ammunition is sure to keep you safe with its extreme terminal performance and stopping power Bear Loads deliver drastically higher velocities when compared to standard loads

**HSM 10mm Auto Ammunition 20 Rounds RNFP HC 200 Grains**
May 3rd, 2019 - Hunting Shack Munitions is a Montana based ammunition manufacturer that has been providing some of the finest ammunition to shooters hunters law enforcement agencies and military units for over 40 years HSM was founded in 1968 and has grown to become one of the leading manufacturers of specialized ammunition products in the country

**HSM Bear Load 45 Long Colt 325 Grain Ammunition Depot**
May 15th, 2019 - Order HSM Bear Load 45 Long Colt 325 Grain P WFN 50 Round Box at Ammunition Depot online

**Load data for HSM frustration The Firearms Forum The**
April 30th, 2019 - Load data for HSM frustration Discussion in The Ammo amp Reloading Forum started by rocklinskier Jan 3 2011 Page 1 the only link I can find is The Hunting Shack Thinking that maybe HSM stands for Hunting Shack Munitions or some such similar name I called them If it s that impossible to get any load data I m thinking this will be

**Is Hunting Shack 45 70 Government loads safe for use in**
May 6th, 2019 - Is Hunting Shack 45 70 Government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles Technical Information Caliber 45 70 Government Is Hunting Shack 45 70 Government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles Which would be an all around better hunting rifle a 308 or a 45 70

**Hunting Shack 45 70 Government ammo AmmoGrab.com**
May 12th, 2019 - Hunting Shack 45 70 Government Ammo Find out which online Ammo Shop has the best price in stock right now Get free Ammo Alerts in your email inbox Be among the first to know when ammo prices drop Hunting Shack Learn How to get ammo shipped for 5

**Load data for HSM frustration The Firearms Forum The**
April 30th, 2019 - Load data for HSM frustration Discussion in The Ammo amp Reloading Forum started by rocklinskier Jan 3 2011 Page 1 the only link I can find is The Hunting Shack Thinking that maybe HSM stands for Hunting Shack Munitions or some such similar name I called them If it s that impossible to get any load data I m thinking this will be

**The Hunting Shack Reviews Facebook**
May 4th, 2019 - The Hunting Shack was recommended to me as the place to buy bear loads Glad I went Glad I haven t had occasion to use them Rocky Hand reviewed The Hunting Shack — 5 star June 12 2016 · I have
reload my own shells for years now and moved to Montana this last fall I was unable to reload and bought HSM trophy grade for my Tikka 7mm

**Loading the 50 BMG Fun and Penny Wise Gun Digest**
May 15th, 2019 - The Hunting Shack’s A Max bullet disintegrated on contact with the backstop as did Extreme Shock’s soft tip The loads on the Hodgdon Web site had the 750 grain bullet splitting the air at 2 800 to 2 900 feet per second According to the Hodgdon info 250 grains of US 869 will push the 750 grain bullet around 2 944 fps and 233 grains of

**Hunting Shack Ammunition HSM Ammo Discount New**
May 15th, 2019 - About Ventura Munitions We started in 2010 to offer competitively priced specialty and bulk ammo We have since opened a store in Las Vegas offering the same great prices and dedication to top notch customer service

**Loading the 50 BMG Fun and Penny Wise Gun Digest**
May 15th, 2019 - The Hunting Shack’s A Max bullet disintegrated on contact with the backstop as did Extreme Shock’s soft tip The loads on the Hodgdon Web site had the 750 grain bullet splitting the air at 2 800 to 2 900 feet per second According to the Hodgdon info 250 grains of US 869 will push the 750 grain bullet around 2 944 fps and 233 grains of

**Who The Heck Is HSM Ammunition AmmoLand com**
March 13th, 2014 - Who The Heck Is HSM Ammunition Hunting Shack Munitions Different loads from HSM were marked RE MANUFACTURED BTW I liked the price on the RE MAN but I do not buy ammo I have a question

**Hunting Shack Cowboy Loads Guns Magazine**
April 3rd, 2019 - The Hunting Shack offers both 45 Colt and 45 Schofield loads left Ramshorn gripped STI Texican and Texas Longhorn Arms No 5 were used for testing both the 45 Colt and the shorter 45 Schofield ammunition HSM has a full lineup of Low Recoil loads normally known as Cowboy Action Shooting loads

**45 ACP 230 g FMJ RN HSM loads does this make sencese**
May 2nd, 2019 - If the hunting Shack 230 RN bullets are similar to GI 230 FMJ RN profile they should be seated to 1 266 1 271 to match factory GI hardball ammo HSM provides no reloading data They do say thier plated bullets should use Lead bullet data Lyman 49 manual lists 19 different powders with 230 grain LRN cast bullets

**Hsm bear loads 357 magnum rifle penetration**
May 7th, 2019 - Hunting shack hsm bear loads hard cast lead bullet 180 grain 357 magnum It penetrated 8 jugs but I think it would have penetrated 9 if I lined up my jugs better H amp R Handi Rifle 22 inch barrel

**HSM 10mm Bear loads The Leading Glock Discussion Forum**
May 16th, 2019 - For a few bucks more for a box of 50 the Underwood
180 amp 200 fmj is looking like the better deal over the HSM bear loads. All the Underwood I’d seen was the hotter SD stuff in the 20 round boxes didn’t even realize they made plain ol’ fmj in a 50 round box.

Who The Heck Is HSM Ammunition Home Officer
April 1st, 2014 - Login or register now to gain instant access to the rest of this premium content. Stevensville MT March 2014 Hunting Shack Munitions Inc HSM is not a little outfit with a batch of hand.

Any One Tried HSM BEAR LOAD HANDGUN AMMUNITION
May 8th, 2019 - HSM BEAR LOAD HANDGUN AMMUNITION looks like pretty solid ballistics in 357 mag and 44 mag Hunting Shack doesn’t get into how hard the cast bullets used in these loads are or barrel lengths that produced their velocity readings. The 44 load is about the same as my handloads but that 357 load is smokin.

Custom Loaded Ammo from varmint hunting rounds to the 50 BMG by The Hunting Shack
April 13th, 2019 - The boys from the Dog Be Gone series take a look at custom loaded varmint hunting ammo world for the serious varmint hunter. Custom Loaded Ammo from varmint hunting rounds to the 50 BMG by The.

Can’t reload HSM Bear Loads Shooters Forum
May 13th, 2019 - I’ve used HSM stuff in several different chamberings including some fairly hot 444 amp 45 70 and also some 375 Win. They used to be the company that loaded the fine Speer Grand Slam bullets which I bought in several different chamberings but now that’s BVAC ammo. A lot of theirs is now sold at Cheaper than Dirt including some hot 45 70s.

81 Best hunting shack images in 2019 Diy ideas for home
April 29th, 2019 - Feb 22 2019 Explore Kristin Tuel’s board hunting shack on Pinterest. See more ideas about Diy ideas for home, Future house and Houses. Discover recipes, home ideas, style inspiration and other ideas to try. KECM front porch. Loads of natural light windows exposed beams. Colorado forest home. I want to disappear to wherever this is.

358 Winchester Wikipedia
May 13th, 2019 - Hunting Shack offers a choice of two loads 225 grains or 250 grains. Buffalo Arms also offers a choice of two loads 200 grains or 250 grains. Old Western Scrounger currently offers a 250 grain load. And while temporarily suspended, Hornady offers a 200 grain soft point load with a muzzle energy of 2720 ft lbs.

HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM Bear
April 29th, 2019 - HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM Bear. Load 45 70 Government Round. Nose 430 Grains Per 20. HSM457012N. Manufacturer HSM Hunting Shack. MFG NO 457012N SKU. Today’s factory loads with smokeless powder are mild due to potential use.
in the weak trapdoor Springfield action Standard is a 405 grain bullet at
1330 feet per

6 5 Creedmoor load development 142 grain Sierra MatchKing
October 4th, 2015 - 6 5 Creedmoor load development 142 grain Sierra
MatchKing with Reloader 17 and W760 The Sierra 142 grain MatchKing is
a popular bullet for 6 5mm shooters According to Sierra the 142 grain
SMK has a sectional density 291 and G1 bc of 595 above 2850 feet
second and 580 between 2850 and 2400 feet second

HSM Trophy Gold 338 Lapua 300 Grain OTM Ammunition Depot
May 5th, 2019 - Order HSM Trophy Gold 338 Lapua Magnum 300 Grain
Open Tip Match Ammo at Ammunition Depot online

The Hunting Shack Reviews Facebook
May 4th, 2019 - The Hunting Shack was recommended to me as the place
to buy bear loads Glad I went Glad I haven t had occasion to use them
Rocky Hand reviewed The Hunting Shack — 5 star June 12 2016 - I have
reload my own shells for years now and moved to Montana this last fall I
was unable to reload and bought HSM trophy grade for my Tikka 7mm

Low recoil ammo Your Missouri Hunting Resource
May 13th, 2019 - Low recoil ammo Discussion in Guns amp Ammo started
by Hodgdon publishes some reduced recoil youth loads if you re a hand
loader Last An alternative if you don t reload and with a Missouri made
Sierra bullet for factory ammo is the HSM Hunting Shack reduced recoil
ammo being sold bulletman Aug

Hunting Shack 45 70 Government ammo Ammograb com
May 12th, 2019 - Hunting Shack 45 70 Government Ammo Find out which
online Ammo Shop has the best price in stock right now Get free Ammo
Alerts in your email inbox Be among the first to know when ammo prices
drop Hunting Shack Learn How to get ammo shipped for 5

HSM 10mm Bear loads The Leading Glock Discussion Forum
May 16th, 2019 - For a few bucks more for a box of 50 the Underwood
180 amp 200 fmj is looking like the better deal over the HSM bear loads
All the Underwood I d seen was the hotter SD stuff in the 20 round boxes
didn t even realize they made plain ol fmj in a 50 round box

The Hunting Shack HSM Ammunition Archives ArmsVault
May 11th, 2019 - The Hunting Shack HSM Ammunition is a manufacturer
of pistol and rifle ammunition Survival tools and training ammunition for
handgun and varmint hunting the world of Cowboy Fast Draw and more
this week on Tom Gresham s Gun Talk Low Recoil Game King and
Trophy Gold loads from HSM the new LCP II from Ruger and Colt s Gold

The Hunting Shack 4406 Rathbun Ln Stevensville MT 2019
May 4th, 2019 - The Hunting Shack Inc is a ammunition manufacturing
plant located in Stevensville MT Bill Campbell started the Hunting Shack
in 1968 in East Missoula Tom talks with HSM Ammunition's Boyd Metz about the company's 50th year in business new loads for hunting and long range and their double duty ammo with both training and self defense

Low recoil ammo Your Missouri Hunting Resource
May 13th, 2019 - Low recoil ammo Discussion in Guns and Ammo started by Hodgdon publishes some reduced recoil youth loads if you're a hand loader Last An alternative if you don't reload and with a Missouri made Sierra bullet for factory ammo is the HSM Hunting Shack reduced recoil ammo being sold bulletman Aug

Any One Tnyed HSM BEAR LOAD HANDGUN AMMUNITION
May 8th, 2019 - HSM BEAR LOAD HANDGUN AMMUNITION looks like pretty solid ballistics in 357 mag and 44 mag Hunting Shack doesn't get into how hard the cast bullets used in these loads are or barrel lengths that produced their velocity readings The 44 load is about the same as my handloads but that 357 load is smokin

HSM Bear Load Handgun Ammunition Cabela's
May 16th, 2019 - Leave nothing to chance when traveling through bear country HSM's Bear Load delivers incredible terminal performance on the biggest angriest and most aggressive animals when it matters most Technologically advanced powders push the premium hard cast bullets at significantly higher velocities for terminal energy superior to standard loads

The Hunting Shack 4406 Rathbun Ln Stevensville MT 2019
May 4th, 2019 - The Hunting Shack Inc is a ammunition manufacturing plant located in Stevensville MT Bill Campbell started the Hunting Shack in 1968 in East Missoula Tom talks with HSM Ammunition's Boyd Metz about the company's 50th year in business new loads for hunting and long range and their double duty ammo with both training and self defense

HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM HUNTING SHACK INC HSM Trophy
May 12th, 2019 - HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM HUNTING SHACK INC HSM Trophy Gold 308 Winchester 7.62 NATO BTHP 168 Grains 20 Rounds BER308168VLD The 308 is a standard chambering among most manufacturers and is found in all action types Factory loads are legion including a wide selection of very accurate match loads — Craig Boddington HSM Hunting

Rifle Ammo Ammunition HSM Hunting Shack iAmmo
April 29th, 2019 - HSM Hunting Shack Trophy Gold Match Hunting VLD BTHP 7mm Remington Ultra Magnum Boat Tail Hollow Point 180 Grain 20 Rounds BER7RUM180VL 66 65 20 In Stock HSM Hunting Shack 30841N Caliber 308 Winchester 7.62 NATO Condition New Casing Brass Bullet Type Spitzer Boat

HSM Bear Load 45 Long Colt 325 Grain Ammunition Depot
May 15th, 2019 - Order HSM Bear Load 45 Long Colt 325 Grain P WFN
375 cheytac loads Sniper's Hide Forum
May 14th, 2019 - Re 375 cheytac loads jrs66vette It's great that you're rifle shoots the 350smk good I have tried reloader 25 and retumbo with the 350 grain smk and I also have tried the 330 leighs again having horrible accuracy out of my rifle I believe that its due to the lost river bore dimensions that I have

81 Best hunting shack images in 2019 DIY ideas for home
April 29th, 2019 - Feb 22 2019 Explore Kristin Tuel's board hunting shack on Pinterest See more ideas about DIY ideas for home Future house and Houses Discover recipes home ideas style inspiration and other ideas to try KECM front porch loads of natural light windows exposed beams colorado forest home I want to disappear to wherever this is

Hunting Shack Inc HSM 200gr Lead “BEAR LOAD” RNFP
May 14th, 2019 - Hunting Shack Inc HSM 200gr Lead “BEAR LOAD” RNFP provided by MT10mm 9 9 20 page 1 Factory 10mm Ammo pull downs 10mm firearms com

Home HSM Ammunition
May 15th, 2019 - Since 1968 HSM Ammunition has been assembling the finest rifle and handgun cartridges that could be acquired View all of our specialized ammunition types

45 70 loads for hogs Shooters Forum
May 13th, 2019 - I'm going hog hunting next week and I will be taking my guide gun I was wondering if anybody has ever tried speer 405 grain slugs out of a guide gun or would I be better off with 300 grain slugs I haven't tried the 405s yet to see how they shoot but I know my IAB sharps replica won't shoot anything lighter than a 400 without spraying all over the target I'm wondering if it'll be the same with the

Wild West Guns Ammunition
May 12th, 2019 - Loaded ammunition is available from us and from the Hunting Shack CLICK HERE FOR A POWER COMPARISON The 50 Alaska is firing a 450 grain premium Kodiak bullet at 2050fps for 4200 foot pounds of energy CLICK HERE FOR RELOADING DATA

HSM Low Recoil Rifle Ammunition Cabela's
May 16th, 2019 - More accuracy less thump Partnering with Sierra bullets HSM's Low Recoil Rifle Ammunition reduces recoil 53 on average Proprietary tipped bullet design forces expansion upon impact which leads to quick humane shots on game animals

Is Hunting Shack 45 70 Government loads safe for use in
April 26th, 2019 - Is Hunting Shack 45 70 Government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles Discussion in Rifle Country started by 45223 Apr 11 2017 Thread Status They have developed loads for the 45 70 trap door
actions and don't mind giving you their max pressure rating. They also don't mind charging you an arm and a leg for their ammo either.

**What powder does HSM use Long Range Hunting Forum**
May 10th, 2019 - Retumbo Less then half inch at 200 yards and the hsm loads are 3 4 at 200 but are mag length. So when hunting at long range My 1st is on and if I needed a quick follow up it would be a known change. Was only looking for an easy answer Why I am laid up from surgery and can't shoot new loads. Will get some h1000 and figure something out.

**Reloading Data 38 Special in a Colt Trooper Metallic**

**Data for loading 375 Cheytac The Firearms Forum The**
April 15th, 2019 - I was wondering if anyone has any load data they don't mind sharing for the 375 Cheytac caliber. My rifle will be arriving in a few weeks. I'd like to get a jump on developing some loads to get started. With I have quite a bit of H 1000 that I use for my other calibers so I was going to continue with this powder for my 375 loads.

**HSM 454C4N20 Bear Load For Sale ClassicFirearms com**
May 4th, 2019 - Hunting Shack 454C 4 N20 454C4N20. Developed as a load to protect hunters while hunting or traveling in bear country. This American made ammunition is sure to keep you safe with its extreme terminal performance and stopping power. Bear Loads deliver drastically higher velocities when compared to standard loads.

**Hunting Shack Inc HSM 200gr Lead “BEAR LOAD” RNFP**
May 14th, 2019 - Hunting Shack Inc HSM 200gr Lead “BEAR LOAD” RNFP provided by MT10mm 9 9 20 page 1. Factory 10mm Ammo pull downs 10mm firearms com.

**HSM Low Recoil Rifle Ammunition Cabela's**
May 16th, 2019 - More accuracy less thump. Partnering with Sierra bullets. HSM's Low Recoil Rifle Ammunition reduces recoil 53 on average. Proprietary tipped bullet design forces expansion upon impact which leads to quick humane shots on game animals.

**HSM 45 70 Government 405gr RNFP H Ammo 20 Rounds**
May 8th, 2019 - HSM 45 70 Government 405gr RNFP H ammunition for sale at Ventura Munitions. Save up to 20 on ammunition and shooting accessories at Ventura Munitions.

**6 5 Creedmoor load development 142 grain Sierra MatchKing**
October 4th, 2015 - 6 5 Creedmoor load development 142 grain Sierra MatchKing with Reloader 17 and W760. The Sierra 142 grain MatchKing is a popular bullet for 6 5mm shooters. According to Sierra, the 142 grain SMK has a sectional density 291 and G1 bc of 595 above 2850 feet.
second and 580 between 2850 and 2400 feet second

**HSM 45 70 Government 405gr RNFP H Ammo 20 Rounds**
May 8th, 2019 - HSM 45 70 Government 405gr RNFP H ammunition for sale at Ventura Munitions Save up to 20 on ammunition and shooting accessories at Ventura Munitions

**The Hunting Shack HSM Ammunition Archives ArmsVault**
May 11th, 2019 - The Hunting Shack HSM Ammunition is a manufacturer of pistol and rifle ammunition Survival tools and training ammunition for handgun and varmint hunting the world of Cowboy Fast Draw and more this week on Tom Gresham’s Gun Talk Low Recoil Game King and Trophy Gold loads from HSM the new LCP II from Ruger and Colt’s Gold

**Reloading Data 38 Special in a Colt Trooper Metallic**
May 6th, 2019 - 38 Special in a Colt Trooper reloading data with 14 loads Using bullets from Hunting Shack FP Powders include Alliant Accurate Hodgdon

**Home HSM Ammunition**
May 15th, 2019 - Since 1968 HSM Ammunition has been assembling the finest rifle and handgun cartridges that could be acquired View all of our specialized ammunition types

**HSM GameKing 6 5mm CM Ammunition 20 Rounds 140 Grain**
May 11th, 2019 - HSM GameKing 6 5mm CM Ammunition 20 Rounds 140 Grain Sierra SBT Hunting Shack Munitions is a Montana based ammunition manufacturer that has been providing some of the finest ammunition to shooters hunters law enforcement agencies and military units for over 40 years HSM was founded in 1968 and has grown to become one of the leading

**Custom Loaded Ammo from varmint hunting rounds to the 50 BMG by The Hunting Shack**
April 13th, 2019 - The boys from the Dog Be Gone series take a look at custom loaded varmint hunting ammo world for the serious varmint hunter Custom Loaded Ammo from varmint hunting rounds to the 50 BMG by The

**45 ACP 230 g FMJ RN HSM loads does this make sence**
May 2nd, 2019 - If the hunting Shack 230 RN bullets are similar to GI 230 FMJ RN profile they should be seated to 1 266 1 271 to match factory GI hardball ammo HSM provides no reloading data They do say thier plated bullets should use Lead bullet data Lyman 49 manual lists 19 different powders with 230 grain LRN cast bullets

**HSM GameKing 6 5mm CM Ammunition 20 Rounds 140 Grain**
May 11th, 2019 - HSM GameKing 6 5mm CM Ammunition 20 Rounds 140 Grain Sierra SBT Hunting Shack Munitions is a Montana based ammunition manufacturer that has been providing some of the finest
ammunition to shooters, hunters, law enforcement agencies, and military units for over 40 years. HSM was founded in 1968 and has grown to become one of the leading manufacturers of specialized ammunition products in the country.

**Can't reload HSM Bear Loads Shooters Forum**
May 13th, 2019 - I've used HSM stuff in several different chamberings including some fairly hot 444 amp 45 70 and also some 375 Win. They used to be the company that loaded the fine Speer Grand Slam bullets which I bought in several different chamberings but now that's BVAC ammo. A lot of theirs is now sold at Cheaper than Dirt including some hot 45 70s.

**What powder does HSM use Long Range Hunting Forum**
May 10th, 2019 - Retumbo less than half inch at 200 yards and the hsm loads are 3-4 at 200 but are mag length. So when hunting at long range, my 1st is on and if I needed a quick follow up it would be a known change. Was only looking for an easy answer. Why I am laid up from surgery and can't shoot new loads. Will get some h1000 and figure something out.

**Is Hunting Shack 45 70 Government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles**
April 26th, 2019 - Is Hunting Shack 45 70 Government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles? Discussion in Rifle Country started by 45223 Apr 11 2017. Thread Status: They have developed loads for the 45 70 trap door actions and don't mind giving you their max pressure rating. They also don't mind charging you an arm and a leg for their ammo either.

**Hunting Cartridges HSM Ammunition**
May 14th, 2019 - Tipping Point NEW HSM Ammunition is proud to introduce a new line of extraordinary hunting cartridges that changes the paradigm of what to expect from factory loads.

**HSM 10mm Auto Ammunition 20 Rounds RNFP HC 200 Grains**
May 3rd, 2019 - Hunting Shack Munitions is a Montana-based ammunition manufacturer that has been providing some of the finest ammunition to shooters, hunters, law enforcement agencies, and military units for over 40 years. HSM was founded in 1968 and has grown to become one of the leading manufacturers of specialized ammunition products in the country.

**375 cheytac loads Sniper's Hide Forum**
May 14th, 2019 - Re 375 cheytac loads jrs66vette. It's great that your rifle shoots the 350smk good. I have tried reloder 25 and retumbo with the 350 grain smk and I also have tried the 330 leighs again having horrible accuracy out of my rifle. I believe that its due to the lost river bore dimensions that I have.

**HSM Hunting Shack Inc**
April 29th, 2019 - HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM Hunting Shack Inc HSM Bear Load 45 70 Government Round Nose 430 Grains Per 20. HSM457012N Manufacturer HSM Hunting Shack MFG NO 457012N SKU. Today's factory loads with smokeless powder are mild due to potential use.
in the weak trapdoor Springfield action Standard is a 405 grain bullet at 1330 feet per

**358 Winchester Wikipedia**
May 13th, 2019 - Hunting Shack offers a choice of two loads 225 grains or 250 grains Buffalo Arms also offers a choice of two loads 200 grains or 250 grains Old Western Scrounger currently offers a 250 grain load And while temporarily suspended Hornady offers a 200 grain soft point load with a muzzle energy of 2 720 ft lbs

**Is Hunting Shack 45 70 Government loads safe for use in**
May 6th, 2019 - Is Hunting Shack 45 70 Government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles Technical Information Caliber 45 70 Government Is Hunting Shack 45 70 Government loads safe for use in antique trapdoor rifles Which would be an all around better hunting rifle a 308 or a 45 70

**HSM Trophy Gold 338 Lapua 300 Grain OTM Ammunition Depot**
May 5th, 2019 - Order HSM Trophy Gold 338 Lapua Magnum 300 Grain Open Tip Match Ammo at Ammunition Depot online

**HSM HSM457012N Bear Load For Sale ClassicFirearms com**
April 24th, 2019 - Hunting Shack HSM457012N Developed as a load to protect hunters while hunting or traveling in bear country this American made ammunition is sure to keep you safe with its extreme terminal performance and stopping power Bear Loads deliver drastically higher velocities when compared to standard loads
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